
How to make the Food Truck 
from Sale~A~Bration 2017 

 
The truck was stamped with Jet Black Stazon onto Window Sheets, Pool 
Party, Peek-A-Boo Peach, Basic Black, Whisper White Card Stock and 
Silver Foil Sheets two times for both sides of the truck.  
 
She then cut out the trucks from the Window Sheets and Pool Party Card 
Stock.  
 
She cut the windows out from the Pool Part Card Stock with an exacto 
knife.  
 
From the other colors she cut out the pieces she used to paper piece onto 
the Pool Party trucks. The only exception was the Peek-A-Boo Peach 
awnings. I'll explain how those were done later.  
 
She cut out foil pieces for the bottom edge of the truck, the wheel 
hubcaps and even the thin border around all of the windows.  
 
The wheel hubcaps are the only pieces she attached to the outside of the 
window sheets. I think this was because it's how she attached the window 
sheet to the Pool Party paper pieced truck. The other place where she 
attached it to was the awnings.  
 
So basically she stamped the awning twice onto a folded piece of Peek-
A-Boo Peach Card Stock. She probably stamped on the top of the fold 
first, then cut out the two layers together to get the shape. Then she 
stamped on the inside of that piece.  
 
She glued the inside part to the Pool Party truck and then stapled the 
Window Sheet trucks to it, then she folded over the top part of the awning 
so it looks like it's coming away from the truck. She even scored the line 
above the scallops to give it more of a realistic shape.  
 
Finally, she cut approximately a 1 1/8" X 5 1/2" strip of Pool Party Card 
Stock, and put approximately a 1/16" score line on the long sides. With a 
strong adhesive, she attached the "box" portion to each side of the truck 
pieces, adding a score line to follow the profile of the shape of the truck.  
 
	


